TODAY’S WORD
Weight bearing…

“Bear (endure, carry) one another’s burdens and troublesome moral faults, and in
this way fulfill and observe perfectly the law of Christ (the Messiah) and complete
what is lacking [in your obedience to it].” (Gal 6:2 AMP)
Bear...(endure,carry) one another's burdens... AND... TROUBLESOME MORAL
FAULTS... and complete what is lacking... I took this picture in Libertyville, IL. As
you can see is the picture of two young people traveling alone the path. The girl
in the bicycle, is the one doing all the effort to keep both rolling. She is bearing,
carrying all the burden to move them both forward. Who do we bear with? Who's
burdens are we enduring and/or, helping to carry? what moral faults are we
talking about here? To move forward in our lives, we got to figure this things out.
This particular verse, clearly states what I had been teaching for years... that life
is about common-unity. It is not an island venture, where we are on our own. It
doesn't matter what we had made believed, in every successful story in life...
there is always, a collective effort, if and only if, results are going to be eternal,
long lasting. See, what we do in accordance with God's will, is perpetual...
eternal... (I'll stop here to let this thought sink in... whenever you are ready you
can continue reading) The question today, then is not, what fault do we have, or
what struggle do we have. The question is who's... struggles are we helping to
bear, and/or who's moral faults are we keeping up with. Certainly, there are not
such people (with moral faults that is) within our common-unities, last time I
checked. So who is this verse referring to then? Once again, is time to be real. To
accept our flaws, and to get help in order to deal with them. Like the girl in the
bicycle, there had been provided someone to help us to move forward, and some
that we will help to mover forward too. That’s when the common part in
community comes handy…
Grace and joy be abundant upon your house today. jro

